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THIRD GRADE NEWS: Mrs. Yoon and Ms. Leon

As the signs of spring are blooming everywhere, so are the wonderful 
works of our third-graders in the classroom. First, we congratulate them 
on their enchanting performance at the successful spring concert. Also, 
they have completed their very first NJSLA (New Jersey Student Learning 
Assessment). We are proud of the hard-work, focus, and the resilience 
they have displayed during this time. Let us not forget to thank our 
parents for their extra support and cooperation by ensuring our students' 
full night rest and providing a healthy breakfast every day. Our students 
got to fully enjoy their post NJSLA celebration afterwards. In ELA, our 
students have been studying the new genre: poetry. They have been 
reading various types of poems such as acrostic poems, haikus, 
cinquains, couplets, choral poems, and more. Inspired, they have been 
composing their own. We sure have talented poet laureates in the 
making. In math, our students are nearly done learning the concepts and 
skills in the third-grade curriculum. For the next few weeks, we will be 
conducting cumulative reviews, so they can be best prepared for fourth 
grade. Our students love no one more than their mothers, especially 
during this time of the year! They worked hard on their Mother's Day 
project. We wish all the moms, grandmothers, and aunts a wonderful 
and memorable Mother's Day!
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FOURTH GRADE NEWS: Ms. Mastellone

Fourth graders worked really hard during the past two weeks. They 
focused and successfully completed the math and language arts 
NJSLA testing. I am very proud of all of them. As the end of the year 
is sneaking up on us, we are digging into our last math and science 
topics. The next several chapters in math will focus on geometry. 
Students will be identifying, drawing, and labeling lines, angles, and 
polygons. They are all excited to learn how to correctly use 
protractors. In science, the children will discover and experiment 
with forces, which is how all matter interacts, including electricity 
and magnetism. 

PTA Fundraiser
Don’t forget to register to sell.  
The link to your profile will be 
sent out as soon as it's made.   

Become a Member Today!
https://grantschool.new.membe

rhub.store/store

Join Our Facebook Group!
https://www.facebook.com/gro

ups/937592259718027
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